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How To Work On A Tune

1 
The ins and outs

Practising is great, but the goal is to connect the practising to the playing. 

How do we apply out practised skills to the playing of an improvisation over 
a tune.  In this booklet I will try to build the bridge between practising and 

playing.

We take a certain tune as the foundation for a specific routine of practising. 

Although in theory we should be prolific in our abilities in all 12 keys, we 

often see that improvisors become weak at the more remote harmonic 
corners of a song. It is not that the hand is weak, or that the ear cannot hear; 

it is the mind that becomes weak and/or insecure at the those harmonic 

situations. For that reason applying a rigid practise routine over a certain 

tune can prove to be very beneficial since it will reduce this weakness.

A small word about practising: there is a deep truth in the axiom that “you 
are a master from the day you decide to be one”. However daunting or 

intimidating a certain exercise might seem: simply approach it in YOUR 

tempo.  There is always a tempo to find where you can play the given 

exercise in a perfect and calm way; even if that tempo is bpm 16. It doesn’t 

matter - it only tells you: yes, I can do this - with a smile on my face. Once 
you establish this level of your own mastery, you can build upon that - in 

peace, in confidence. And you can be assured that bpm 16 will become bpm 

18, bpm 24, bpm 42 ….. 

For more insight about practising, please study my booklet about this subject.
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MELODY

Of course, knowing the melody of the song is the first important step into 

becoming close to it. And once you make a specific song the subject of your 

investigation: knowing the lyrics - especially in the case of ballads - will make 

you understand the melody even better. Personally I love to find out the 
original melody as much as I can by listening to the great singers that were 

more closely connected to the origins.  YouTube is an endless source.

HARMONY

Just as it might take some deeper investigating to find the details of the 

melody, finding the chords can be the same process. Don’t just trust any old 

Real Book. Often these books pile eroded version on top of eroded version. 
Or in some cases complicate matters by adding unnecessary, fashionable 

chords to a song.

Once you are happy with the changes (i.e. the chords) you are ready to 

approach the song in all its glory. 

The first thing to do is to analyse the harmony. Especially the functions of the 
dominant and diminished chords are crucial (see separate booklets about 

these subjects). From this the so-called hidden dominants become apparent, 

and the extensions of the dominant chords become evident.

We are now ready to start working and discover and enjoy the process of 

having the song become part of us.
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2 
The system

We will approach a straight forward standard tune: “There Will Never Be 

Another You”. I lay the song out over 4 pages (8 bars per page). Every bar has 
6 staves:

1. The melody and lyrics

2. The chords and harmonic analysis

3. Thirds and Sevenths

4. Nines and Thirteens

5. The scales

6. Miscellaneous ideas
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1. The melody and lyrics. Obviously the melody is written down very 

rudimentary. It is up to you to play the melody in an attractive way. 

Varied, yet logical. The lyrics can help you to find a nice way to play the 

melody. Make sure you know the melody in-and-out. Yes we use the 

chords as the guide for our improvisations, but the melody in fact is 
always going on inside our head, it is the line that the chords hang from.

2. The chords and harmonic analysis. The chords are taken from a reputable 

Real Book. Checked against a few versions on the internet. After we do 

the harmonic analysis, the extensions of the dominants become apparent. 

We basically use 3 different dominant colours:  
    ALT =    altered =   b9 (plus Siamese twin b10) and b13 
    WHT =    white =   normal 9, normal 13 
    OCT =    octatonic =   b9 (plus Siamese twin b10) and normal 13 
I use OCT on the V chords in major here - simply for practice purposes. 

In principle this function can take on all colours. (for extended info see 
the PDF booklet on Dominants), but in order for me to practice my 

OCT chords,  I prefer to use this possibility.

3. Thirds and Sevenths. These 2 lines are the vertebrae of the harmony. 

They outline the essential inner voice movements and are also named 

“guidelines”.  For practice purposes we follow a few simple rules: 
- always alternate 3rds and 7ths except when the root moves 1 step, 

  or remains. 
- The minor 3rd of IVMD resolves to the 5th of the Tonic chord, after 

  which the note moves to the 7th anyway. 
Once you are comfortable with these lines in your head and your ear: 
make melodic variation around them. Dress up the line, without deviating 

from it. (See for more information about these guidelines my 

Comprehensive Bass Method).
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4. Ninths and Thirteens. The 9ths and 13ths lines follow the same logic as 

the 3rds and 7ths.  There are a few issues: 
- mi7 and half dim chords have no 13th. Revert back to the 

  fundamental of the 13th:  the 5th. 
- Static major and minor chords do not have a 13th; I name this note 
  more correctly: the 6th.  The name of the note is identical obviously. 
- Half dim chords and III chords (mi7) can have a normal 9 as an 

  extension, but these notes will fall outside the scale. Accept them 

  and realise how well they resolve to the b13 of the chord after. 
 

Also here: familiarise yourself with these 2 very melodic lines, and start 

dressing up the lines, without losing track of the outline.

5. The scales. The above gives us all the insight we need to determine the 
scales we can use. Again for practice purposes I am quite pedantic about 

the use of the scales. I realise very well there are many more possibilities, 

but for now I want to be able to manoeuvre through the material in a 

somewhat scholarly way in order to create clarity in my mind. A few 

remarks: 
- the half dim scale has a regular 9th in this context 
- all dominant scales use the #11 in this context

6. Miscellaneous ideas. I keep this line open for making notes at a later 

stage. I might notate the upper structure triads; I might jot down the 

upper structure pentatonics. But also I can start playing around with 
variations on a small motive (I name this “cell playing”), and scribble 

down ideas.

I will now give you clear exercises that can be deducted from the 

worksheets. Again I urge you to take your time; play the exercises in a tempo 

that feels relaxed for your mind, hand and ear. From this you can start 

building.
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3 
In Practise

Chords:

1. Play the chords in root position:

2. Play the chords over the whole instrument. Let’s say for example: between 

low E and high C - but any boundary is fine really:

3. If you really want to challenge yourself: play the above exercise 2. but 

replace all roots with the 9th:

4. There are many more permutations imaginable. Playing chords with 

skipping a note every time (In “thirds up-up” as it were):
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Scales:

1. Play the scales from root to root:

2. Play the scales over the whole instrument (see above):

3. Or over the whole instrument in thirds (up-down):

4. Even triads (up-down in this case) can be a nice challenge:

I realise very well that the sounding result is not always pleasing to the ear, 

and it can happen that things fall very illogically within the music.  At this 

point I ignore these discrepancies, since my main goal is to train my brain, and 
my ears with it, to manoeuvre through the given material in a completely 

logical way. 
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Guide lines:

In order for this exploration to be successful you need some accompaniment. 

There are decent play-along applications out there that will do the job.  Try 

to dress up the line in a clear and musical way, avoid repletion, predictability.  

At this point we are connecting our musical intuition and taste to the fixed 
bare 3rd-7th lines.

I give you an example:

Another wonderful exercise is to approach each guide note with an 
increasing amount of scalar notes (best in even 8th notes):  Try to be aware 

of your first note, and of the place in the bar where you start.

This exercise leads you onto the path where you use scalar material, not for 

the sake of playing the correct scale, but to use a part of a scale as a road 

towards a melodic target. Instead of non-melodic scalar meandering, you now 
give shape and direction to your lines.
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Obviously the above exercise using descending approaches can sound very 

satisfying as well:

 
What the above does is to train your system to make scalar approaches 

towards a clear and defined target. From just 1 note to even 7 notes.
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All the above can be applied to the 9th-13th guide lines as well. You will have 

to be a bit more slick to manoeuvre through these in a musical way. Once 

you really start to “hear” and “taste” these notes, you know you are reaching 

harmonic maturity.

Cell playing:

The idea here is to take a small motive and keep repeating this over the 

harmony. The motive does not move unless it is necessary. The move then 

should move up or down in the smallest distance possible.

Obviously a backing track is essential.  What this exercise does is twofold:  it 

forces you to find musical solutions in areas that you might normally avoid in 

relation to a certain chord.  The exercise demands from you to use intuition, 

knowledge and creativity to come up with a satisfying continuation of your 

line.

I give you here a few examples. Make sure you make variations on the rhythm 

yourself;  I could hardly present the exercise with rhythmic variations.
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The above cell starts and ends with the same note. Now an example in which 

you have to deal with 2 essential notes, since starting note and ending note 

are different:
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As a combination of scales and cell playing we can devise the following 

exercise. We create a constant stream of 8th notes within an approximative 

range (let’s say a loose 5th/6th). In general in a scalar fashion, yet solving 

problems as you go along to create attractive melodies.  Again, intuition and 

ratio feed the musical improvisational process.  And again, the assignment will 
force you to move within areas that you normally might avoid.
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4 
Afterthoughts

Obviously all the above will you not make a great improvisor. At the source 

of being able to play a good improvisation is first of all the imagination to 
create natural melodies as variations on the theme, respecting the underlying 

harmony. Since manoeuvring through more complex harmony becomes 

somewhat difficult for the ear and/or since the sound of modern jazz will 

make us expect to play melodies that might be a bit more abstract than what 

our basic musicality will come up with, we need:  the brain. 

Now here the problem arises. Once we wedge the brain between our 

musical imagination and our instrument we might have created a potential 

problem.  The mind might suggest to us to play stuff that we do not “hear” 

inside. Especially on a non-explicit instrument like a double bass this might 

lead to frustrating scenarios where the mind pulls the finger towards a note, 
while the ear seeks out another one; greatly destabilising the playing process 

at that moment. 

It is for that reason I believe that the above can be of great help in the 

process of connecting the ear, the brain and the hand. By surrendering to a 

fixed organisation of notes, that is directly related to the underlying harmonic 
structure of a tune we build security within context. Not just practising 

scales and chords - but superimposing them over a tune - and connecting 

them in a horizontal way.
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Another great aspect of the above approach is that we train perhaps one of 

the most important “muscles” we need during improvising in a somewhat 

more abstract realm: the brain. So often we get stuck in our flow because 

our brain is not able to cope.  The sound of Abmi7b5 is no different than that 

of Dmi7b5, but our brain has trouble computing the chord and see the 

available notes clearly.  The brain blocks us at that moment and gets in the 

way of the flow of the music.  All we need to do is to train ourselves to think 

quicker, more adequately. The playing situation on stage does not really allow 
us that training.  We are in survival mode at a situation like that - a valuable 

situation to be in surely - but do not address the problem at hand and build 

security for the complete mechanism of ear-hand-brain.

This above approach also makes it easy to do the above exercises with 
several people at the same same time (nothing greater than having a good 

practice buddy, or be part of a group lesson).  At the moment there are more 

non-fixed exercises (cell playing for instance), 1 person plays the exercise, the 

other(s) play 3rds and 7ths, or roots or anything that sounds/feels fine. Next 

chorus: next player. Always in time, always in a comfortable tempo for all 
participants, always in balance dynamically. Slowly but surely massaging ear, 

brain and musicality into the process of improvising. There is no stress, there 

is no desire to expose emotionality or communicate with the listener; there 

is only beauty, control, attention, sound, clarity of mind and the 

communication inwards, living our own relationship with music.

It must be obvious that approaching and working on a certain tune like this 

will not only beneficial for playing this specific tune. You use the tune as a 

vehicle to sharpen the general tools in your toolbox.  This will help you in a 

much more general sense.  Oh yes, in the case of approaching a more specific 
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contemporary tune in this way, you will come out knowing the tune better 

and deeper and it will give you a much better ability to manoeuvre through 

the tune as a accompanist as well as a soloist.

The last technique I would like to mention in this context is “slow-motion” 
practising. There is a great benefit in slowing your improvisational speed 

down to one where you can deliberately make decisions about what you are 

playing, and explore stuff you might know, but never get to because the speed 

of the music doesn’t give you the chance. Slow-motion practising is not as 

easy as you might think. Everybody seems to have the tendency to start 
playing fast things again over the slow tempo.  This is not the way to do it. 

What you strive for is to play, let’s say swinging eight-note lines over a song, 

and slow this down-and down-and down-and down …… like listening to a 

Parker solo on 50% of the speed.  At a slow tempo you can think, you can 

hear, you can plan, you can construct, you can discover …… at a slow tempo 
you might realise you are a good improvisor;  all you need to do is to push 

up the tempo of the process. So much more constructive than being pushed 

forward by a fast tempo that cuts you off from your potential, that pushes 

you into survival mode and makes you play the same things over and over 

again. Surely survival mode is a very important side to playing as well, but to 
have this arena be the only place in which you develop your improvisation 

skills seems somewhat inefficient.
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